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Chairwoman’s letter
Dear members
My most memorable moment this month was in Flatts Wood when I was walking
in dappled sunlight feeling very contented. An elderly man whom I did not know
came by with his dog and announced without preamble that he had his cataract
done yesterday. He was clearly bursting with this news, and the happiness that
this brought him. I asked him if the colours in the wood seemed brighter and
marvellous, remembering how it was for me when, after a lifetime of being
blinder than a bat in sunglasses, I had replacement lenses in my eyes. He went
on his way without another word and I wondered if, after all these months of
Covid-swamping and not much else happening to support our non-Covid ways
of being, his happiness was because of the act of care he had received, rather
than the more tangible result of improved sight. The return of those acts of care
we used to take for granted heralds, I hope, some way out of where we have
been.
Just as on 21 June, when we finally met for the monthly meeting at the Witham,
albeit a relatively small gathering, there was a definite buzz of renewal. It feels
very much like time to seize the day, not to be fearful or reticent to restart,
refresh and grab new opportunities. We can encourage each other, so let’s do
it; something new, something better, something bold.
Our splendid group convenors are developing their own road maps out of
lockdown and the timetable of events shows what is coming up. We are also
considering the responses we have had about weekend workshops and plan to
publish a programme for the autumn. On 7 August, we are having a stall at the
Farmers’ Market in Barney to let more people know about what we do. Please
support us by coming to say hello, keeping us company, and telling us and
others about what you like about the U3A.
With very best wishes
Annie Clouston
Weekend Workshops
You will remember that I circulated all of you with email with an invitation to
consider whether weekend workshops – one-off bite-size learning and social
opportunities – would be of interest. Many thanks for the very positive
responses and suggestions with which you responded. A number of new ideas
have been added and names have been offered for some workshops. We will
be discussing them in committee this month with a view to a programme starting in September.
Let me emphasise that these workshops are intended to be additional to, or
different from, our current groups. We are anxious not to diminish in anyway
our existing programme but to enable more people to enjoy what we have to
offer.
Annie Clouston
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It’s Your Forum
Editors: Annie Clouston & Celia Chapple. This month’s editor is Celia.
e-mail: forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk
phone: Annie 01833 637091 Celia 07783 419067
Both editors receive all contributions and share the email account:
forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk

DEADLINE FOR CONTRIBUTIONS for the next edition:

Thursday 12 August
If we do not acknowledge a contribution by email this is probably because we
haven’t seen it. Please ring us if we have not acknowledged receipt within 48
hours.
Handwritten/typed contributions can be left in the Messages section of the U3A
file in The Witham café. Please phone to let us know if you have left a
contribution in this file.
If you want to receive a copy of the Forum but cannot make it to the monthly
meeting, you can acquire one by:





Viewing it online on Teesdale U3A website at teesdaleu3a.org.uk/forum
Collecting one from the U3A file in The Witham café & shop or TCR Hub
Sending us some SAEs and we shall post them to you each month
Asking a friend to collect one for you at the meeting. The cost is £2 on a
‘first come first served’ basis.

The Forum is a place for you to share and keep in touch with other members,
so please send in your group reports, stories, recipes, your subject articles and
research, or something entertaining to make us laugh. Please limit
submissions to about 1 page or 400 words and 1 photo, and send them to the
Forum Editor at forumeditor@teesdaleu3a.org.uk

Next Forum deadline for contributions: Thursday 12 August
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Teesdale U3A Monthly Meeting
Fourth Thursday of the month
Meetings assemble from 10.00 for a prompt start at 10.30
(unless indicated otherwise) at The Witham, Barnard Castle
Only 70 seats are available so please book through The Witham box office
01833 631107 or in person—open Wednesday to Saturday 10 to 4; Sunday 11
to 3; or https://thewitham.org.uk Entry is free but by ticket only. Your
booking is only complete when you receive an email from
Ticketsource (NOT The Witham) with an e-ticket attached with your
seat number. Please print your ticket and bring it with you.
Guests with pre-booked tickets are welcome to attend one of our meetings
as a ‘taster’ before deciding whether to join. Children under 18 are NOT
allowed to partake in group activities as guests, as they would not be
covered by our insurance.
Thursday 22 July Secret Barnard Castle. Speaker: Andrew Graham
Stables.
Andrew will deliver extracts from his books, Secret Barnard Castle &
Teesdale and A-Z of Barnard Castle & Teesdale: Places-People-History.
He will pay particular attention to some characters, buildings and events
associated with the Witham Hall, including some interesting aspects of the
town's largest memorial. Andrew will also recite a poem about the Teesdale
Volunteers that existed during the Napoleonic Wars and which was
possibly last performed in 1804 in a Market Place building no longer in
existence.
He will also be selling a selection of his books and giving away some
copies of photographs from the publications.
Andrew was born in Barnard Castle and raised in Lartington. He attended
Teesdale School before moving to his current home in York. His previous
books uncover the myths and mysteries of Penrith and Kendal.
Next meeting: Thursday 26 August. The Plague Doctor.
Speaker: David Bell. When David retired to the delightful Peak District
village of Eyam, he was confident that its famous plague heritage would be
nothing other than a passing distraction. He could not have been more
wrong. Thousands of tourists flock to Eyam every year to see for
themselves where a brave disease-driven lockdown was played out with
such tragic consequences.
David Bell is a popular and hugely entertaining guest speaker. He will not
only surprise you but will also make you think, and certainly make you
smile. Don't expect too much doom and gloom, though. His tongue-incheek take on staying well and avoiding disease 350 years ago will
convince you that, even in these troubled times, we have a lot to be
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Live Teesdale u3a meetings are back!
Teesdale u3a’s return to a monthly meeting at The Witham was celebrated on
24 June with a talk by local resident, Ian Reid, on The Island of St Kilda and Its
People. The St Kilda archipelago has not had human inhabitants since its
controversial evacuation in 1930, only a population of seabirds such as
gannets, puffins and fulmars, the agile soay sheep, and a radar station.
Situated beyond the Outer Hebrides, the archipelago boasts the UK’s two
tallest stacks, Stac Lee (172m) and Stac an Armin (196m) as well as the
highest UK sea cliffs. Ian and Pete Redgrave’s beautiful photographs
illustrated the islands’ dramatic beauty as sheer rock faces rise out of the sea.
Island inhabitants survived as
crofters,
bird
catchers
and
fishermen although the latter was
spasmodic due to unpredictable
weather conditions. They built
stone bothies (see photo) with turf
roofs known as cleits - only found
on St Kilda - to dry birds, store
eggs, fish and fishing gear. Rents
were paid to the Laird, MacLeod
of MacLeod, in the form of eggs,
feathers (for luxury bedding), birds
and weaving/knitting.
Irish monks were said to bring Christianity early to the islands but the
relationship between church and people wasn’t always easy. Islanders chose
to support the Free Church of Scotland against the laird’s wishes and he
imposed working restrictions and forbade their services to occur, so that
finally, 36 people left the island for Australia, but some perished when the laird
delayed them on their journey.
We heard many interesting stories: a wife exiled for ten years on St Kilda after
threatening to shop her Jacobite husband to the crown; men coaxed to
perform double somersaults off a tall pointed cliff called Lover’s Stone to prove
their manhood.
The outside world slowly encroached on their lives and many factors came into
play. Victorian houses with sea views and chimneys were reluctantly accepted
over the popular and sensible medieval houses, positioned lengthways to the
sea, with built-in beds. The fulmar oil market collapsed, progressive church
influence interfered with subsistence practises, the number of fit workers
diminished, and World War I’s impact brought people and ideas to bear
perhaps making mainland life look more attractive. The inhabitants voted to
leave, petitioned the government and were given homes in the Sound of Mull.
Today, the islands are a UNESCO site with a visitors’ centre.
Peter Redgrave gave the vote of thanks.
Celia Chapple
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A Call for New Convenors and Committee Members
Teesdale u3a would not run without Group Convenors or Committee
members who give their time freely and generously. We are looking for
Convenors for the following popular groups:
Croquet (requires a suitable location) , iPad (someone who can teach a
beginner’s group), Lunch Club, Music Appreciation, Photography, Poetry,
Travel
Teesdale u3a groups are learning co-operatives where members can give
as well as learn. Running a group can be a shared affair and it helps if
one person is the point of contact for members. The Convenor can
organise and oversee the group’s activities but can delegate tasks such
as creating a group programme, room bookings, writing the monthly
report for the Forum, fieldtrips and outings.
Lusia McAnna, Groups Co-ordinator, and other committee members can
provide guidance and practical support to Convenors and we organise
meetings several times a year for Convenors to meet each other to share
ideas and experiences.
You can get in touch with Lusia at groups@teesdaleu3a.org.uk
We also need two members to join our proficient and experienced
Committee which only meets once a month and helps steer the whole
organisation. Please contact Annie Clouston at chair@teesdaleu3a.org.uk

Room to Read Book Group – June meeting
Miss Appleby’s Academy by Elizabeth Gill
Report by Annie Clouston
This was a meeting that was short on members on the day – there should have
been three of us, then one fell out of Zoom and there were two! But those of my
splendid fellow readers who could not attend did write some contributions for us
to consider.
This historical novel, set in the first decade of the 20 th century, tells the story of a
dispossessed woman, single but with a small boy at her side, who decides to
flee North America to try and make a home whence her parents came. Tow Law!
So clearly not a rags to riches tale.
Tow Law is depicted as a desolate and unwelcoming place redolent with narrowmindedness and bigotry, and therefore not ready to embrace Miss Appleby with
open arms. However, she tries valiantly to find a place in the village and
establishes a school with the funding of the local publican and the cooperation of
the existing school teacher, a learned man with a talent for teaching like I have a
talent for astrophysics, and the charisma of a flat tyre. No plot spoilers here just
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in case local interest has you searching for a copy of the book.
One of the themes of the book was women’s lack of power to manage their own
lives in America and England; another was the parlous conditions for workers
and their families in pit villages. Sadly, the characters seemed two-dimensional
and lacked development to their full potential. And frankly, I would award the
book five stars in the bad-sex writing stakes.
Whilst not being on the high side of average as far as scores on the doors (3 for
book group discussion, and 1 for recommend to a friend) most of the group
found it a good holiday read and a bit of a page-turner.
Gaynor sent an interesting footnote. Miss Appleby’s newly discovered sister
worked as a prostitute; when she died after having a miscarriage the
established churches refused to bury her:
“in a corner of Cotherstone Quaker Burial Ground is an unmarked grave
for a black child who died at one of the awful boarding schools in the
area. Because he wasn't baptised the Church wouldn't allow him to be
buried in their churchyard, but the Quakers did, though sadly nobody
knows his name.”
Next book group: Wednesday 21 July at 10.30am in person in Annie’s
garden.
Historic Environment Group July Report by Tim Meacham
I remember saying after our meeting in March 2020, ‘see you next month for
our visit to Roman Piercebridge.’ Little did I imagine it would be 16 months
before I would be saying ‘Nice to see you all again’, as we gathered on a
morning of bright sunshine in the carpark of the erstwhile George Hotel to meet
Durham County Council’s Principal Archaeologist, David Mason, and head
down to Piercebridge Roman Bridge.
David started by setting Piercebridge in its Roman context: in 1 st century Britain
Piercebridge had a strategic importance through its river crossing, with a village
servicing the needs of travellers, yet there is as yet no evidence for a fort at that
time. The settlement developed and by 160 AD buildings of high quality were
appearing, while archaeological finds indicate the presence of a number of
legions, some from as far afield as Germany. Yet still there was no fort,
apparently. This finally appeared as late as 260 AD when the settlement had
expanded to its ultimate size.
Over the centuries, memories of Roman Piercebridge faded away, and only in
the 1930s did small-scale archaeological explorations take place, before the
ground-breaking work of Peter Scott, who brought to light the remains of the
Roman bridge (actually the third to be built, probably replacing the second
because of the latter’s tendency to be damaged by floods due to its constricted
site).
Cont’d overleaf
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Many of our group had not previously visited the bridge and expressed surprise
at its extent and the high quality of the remains.
David sketched in the history of the three bridges. The first one has mysterious
origins. It is now
believed to date from
the iron age and may
have formed part of a
link to the nearby
Stanwick fortress, the
capital
of
the
Brigantes
people
under their Queen
Cartimandua.
Our
third
bridge
(illustrated)
dates
from the late 2nd
century AD and was
only
rediscovered
and consolidated by
Scott
for
public
display in the 1970s.
David showed us a reconstruction of this bridge, including the wooden
superstructure, which has of course totally disappeared. This was one of a
number of helpful visual aids David utilised during the tour.
We then moved to the current village centre where David helped us imagine
that we were standing in the centre of the 2 nd century fort; sadly the famed
‘curved latrine’ is now out of view in a farmer’s yard, while the bathhouse is
equally inaccessible in someone’s back garden. However the remains of the
fort’s East Gate can be seen along with a huge building once thought to have
been barracks, but now considered more likely to have been the Commandant’s
House, judging by the quality of the remaining stonework.
Two sun-drenched hours came and went as David brought the Roman town
back to life, patiently addressing a range of questions in a clear and
comprehensive way. At the end there was time for a number of members to
purchase copies of David’s new book on Roman County Durham, while others
decamped to the excellent farm shop for a coffee before returning home. It was
great to see 26 friends after all this time and to know that further adventures lie
ahead.
The next of these will be another postponed 2020 event, the tour of Ushaw
College. This will be on Thursday 12 August at 10.00 am. Ushaw College, a
former Catholic Seminary, was founded in 1808 by French scholars fleeing from
the French Revolution, but closed in 2011. Reopened as a visitor attraction in
2014, it is particularly famous for its grade 1 listed chapel of 1847, and library
and exhibition hall of 1849-1851. The cost will be £5 (plus an optional £3.50 for
refreshments). Anyone interested should contact Tim Meacham (details
on
page 30 of this Forum).
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Needlecraft Group – June Report by Glen Howard
The best laid plans don't always go as expected! We had hoped to all meet up
together because restrictions had been lifted - only they haven't been. So we
met in two separate groups again, but at least we were able to be indoors and
get on with some stitching whilst catching up on everyone's news. Whilst it
wasn't quite 'back to normal' it was lovely to get together. There wasn't a quiet
moment within my group and I gather that the other group also thoroughly
enjoyed putting the world to rights. We did manage some needlework at the
same time, mainly knitting, but also some crochet and embroidery.
Given the uncertainty over dates for the final end of lockdown, we have
decided not to meet in July but to wait until the beginning of August when we
will revert to our regular meeting time of the first Monday afternoon of the
month. If all goes according to plan (fingers crossed) we should also be able to
welcome any new members that wish to join us, so please give me a ring if you
are interested in any form of needlecraft.
Glen Howard
01833 631639
Political Philosophy
Report by Elizabeth Long and Wallace Anderson
Political Philosophy is an investigation into the nature, cause and effect of good
and bad government.
Good and bad government profoundly affect the quality of human lives.
The form of government is not predetermined. We have a choice.
We can know what distinguishes good government from bad.
9
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The Social Contract is the concept of an actual or hypothetical agreement
between the ruler and the ruled, defining the rights and duties of each.
Two philosophers, Thomas Hobbes (1588-1679) and Jean-Jacques Rousseau
(1712-1778), came up with their own ideas about a social contract. Both were
influenced by the way they were brought up and in the background and times
they lived. Hobbes, born in the 16th century, and living through the English Civil
War, saw the need for a strong government to control what he saw as man’s
basic nature, “Life …. is solitary, poor, nasty, brutish, and short.” Rousseau, on
the other hand, was a product of the Age of Enlightenment and the growing
demands for education and more equality, as reflected in his famous quotation,
“Man is born free but is everywhere in chains.”
Given their backgrounds, they each saw the ‘State of Nature’ and ‘The Purpose
of Government’ as very different.
State of Nature
Hobbes

Rousseau

 The state of nature is a state of war.

 Men in a state of nature are free

and equal.

 No morality exists.

 Humans are good but have been

 Everyone lives in a state of fear.

corrupted by society.

 No-one is really free.

 Civilisation corrupts men.

 Men are equal as the weakest can kill

the strong.
Purpose of Government





Hobbes
To impose law and order
to prevent the state of
war.
Governments are
designed to control, not
necessarily represent.
Governments must be
designed to protect
people from themselves.

Rousseau
 To bring people into harmony. To unite them

under the ‘general will’ (of the people).
 Representation is not enough. Citizens must
be actively involved.
 Governments must be responsive and aligned
with the ‘general will’.
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We looked at how both philosophers’ ideas could give rise to absolutism.
Hobbes’ Leviathan was his main work. Here is an up to date illustration of the title
page of this book :

In Rousseau’s case, once the General Will was agreed, people were expected to
accept it, in his words, ‘be forced to be free’.

The Science and Technology Group Report from Karen Tranter
The July Science and Technology meeting was by Zoom on Monday 12 July at
10.30am. Phil Johnson talked about Air Pollution. The report will be in the
August Forum.
I shall check the programme for the rest of the year so I can at least give
notification of the meetings with reports to follow. The group meets on 2nd
Monday of the month in the morning.
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Spanish Conversation - June Report by Lusia McAnna
Our topic was My Favourite Garden
Gardening is a bit like Marmite, you either love it or hate it and we had staunch
representatives of both schools of thought present.
One member’s favourite garden was a private one in Clapton on the Hill in the
Cotswolds with hanging baskets, shadowed terraces, cascades of vegetables
and beautiful flowers, so although he had enjoyed visiting many show gardens
all over the world with their symmetrical, meticulous planting, this luscious,
tumbling garden was top of his list. Gardening itself only brought negative
childhood memories of being used as ‘child slave labour’ in his father’s large
unkempt garden.
Another member was
the 3rd generation of
market gardeners, so
at 10 he got his own
small plot to care for
and carefully planted
and grew radishes,
lettuces, beans and
peas which he sold at
the garden gate and
brought
us
a
wonderful photograph
showing his Home
Grown Produce stand
and
his
proud
10-year-old self.
A lovely new member
of our group was not
a gardening fan but
enjoyed looking at
other
people’s
gardens and really
loved the topiary
display at Levens
Hall in Cumbria with its beautifully sculptured ancient hedges.
Visiting gardens all over the world was a serious hobby for one horticultural
expert member, who could tell from the plants whether the garden would be
beautiful all year round or was just a summer-time wonder for tourists. His
favourite garden was that at Highgrove House, which is sustainable, and
beautifully planned out and maintained under the close supervision of its
famous owner. It is a series of gardens within a garden from very formal to
edible to informal. His oldest son had been rather disparaging about the
Stumpery Garden, asking when the tree stumps would be dug out and burned?
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With such critical and expert eyes about, I vetoed a visit to my ramshackle,
self-seeding garden where the weeds and shrubs rub along happily without my
intervention.
Another non-green fingered member really enjoyed visiting formal gardens in
beautiful houses and castles, but just loved the colour, texture and smell of a
wildflower meadow. Lying on your back on a sunny day with your eyes closed,
smelling the gorgeous flowers and listening to a skylark singing high above
- perfection.
Our next meeting is Thursday 15 July at 10.30am and the topic is A favourite
saying.
Stay safe, Cuídense,
Lusia McAnna

Table Tennis Group Report by Celia Chapple
We have continued meeting at Mickleton Village Hall, and despite the long
lockdown hiatus, most of us are playing well and enjoying challenging games.
We are still only able to have singles matches but that may change soon
depending on government guidelines.
We are a small, light-hearted and supportive group. If you are feeling unsure
about dusting off your old table tennis bats and skills, come along and watch,
but bring your equipment with you in case you are tempted to play. It’s
contagious! Please call me to book a place before you come. Celia: 07783
419067

The Shorter Walks Group Report by Sue Overton
Our walks are 3-4 miles in length and usually start at 1.30pm in the winter
months, 2pm when the clocks change for summertime. They are held on the
fourth Monday each month except when it is a Bank Holiday.
They are walks, not strolls and it is advisable to wear walking boots and bring
walking poles if you use them because the routes can be wet or muddy.
Everyone is welcome to join us but it is advisable to check with myself if this
will be your first outing with us as details can be subject to changes which are
emailed to the group just a day or two before the walk.
It seems a lifetime ago that we enjoyed our last walk, the Whorlton
circular - that was in October 2019!
Cont’d overleaf
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I hope you are all fit and well and are ready to resume activities as normal.
Assuming there are no further lockdowns or restrictions, I am proposing
that we meet on Wednesday 1 September at 11am in Penny's Cafe
to determine the future of our group.
I hope we will be able to restart our monthly walks in September and I look
forward to seeing you on the 1st September.
I shall remain group convenor until someone else volunteers to take on the role.
So, please contact me on 07512 368884 if you require further information or
cannot join us on 1 September but have suggestions for walks or anything
else.
Walking Group 4-6 miles Report by James Dykes
Throstle Gill up past the Mill then by Gayles Hall to Kirby Hill
(A report from the Walking Group’s May Outing)
Kathleen had agreed to lead our walk, and she was clearly once again in
contact with the good weather gods, as the day was glorious when we
assembled on Ravensworth Green, four fair maids and three escorting gents,
handsome if a bit wrinkly, and all eager to restart our walking group activities
under the new leadership of Gillian.
It was exactly three years since we had tried this walk, which begins by setting
off upstream along Dalton Beck. Passing a couple of interesting little
humpback bridges, we could see the ruins of the Fitz-Hugh’s Ravensworth
Castle in the hazy distance. Then we spotted the first difference. What had
previously been barley fields was now a huge area of tall and dense oilseed
rape, and even walking single-file was a challenge, as we made our windy way
to Low Fields. Our route then took us on to Gayles Fields and past a pig rearing
building from which emanated a real strong rural scent. Mmm - yummy prelude
to lunch.
Passing the outskirts of Dalton, we noted the first of the day’s red phone
boxes (I counted four in all) and I reminisced about pressing button B to find if
someone had left the four pennies in. Sadly, this one did not look to be in use
now, although many have been converted to libraries or defibrillator bases.
Next we passed the old Mill and meandered up Throstle Gill where we stopped
for a break. Here started the wonderful variety of colourful flowers of the walk,
which was very pleasing to the eye. The songbirds too were in full voice, and the
exchange of lockdown experiences among the walkers was fascinating. Here
we encountered some bright yellow gorse by the trickling stream. Enjoying all
these made progress a little slow, but in the heat of the day that was appreciated. At the top of the gill was an impressive turreted and part castellated building.
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And so on to Gayles where the pub is no longer, and where we turned right and
made the long pull to Gayles Hall. This building has undergone extensive
renovation works from top to bottom, and there was also an interesting ha-ha
feature round the garden. However, it appeared that the footpath we had
previously walked passing close by the ha-ha was no longer open, and so this
bourgeois group had to marvel from a distance before we traversed along the
hillside, where the wonderful views to the north-east opened up. We enjoyed
them pretty much for the rest of the walk, resplendent in the sunshine.
Continuing the pull towards Kirby Hill, we wondered at the prospect of a thirst
quencher at the hostelry. But it was not to be, so we passed by the attractive
village green here before heading home down the steep banksides to
Ravensworth. In the ponds at the foot of the hill, I was delighted to see that they
were still frequented by a pair of snowy white swans.
I learned one lesson – to avoid wearing shorts where there are likely to be
stinging nettles, but our thanks went to Gillian and to Kathleen, and assistant
Mark, for setting a high standard for the resumption of normal service. We had
enjoyed an excellent walk.
Next walk: Meet at small car park, Burnt Houses Lane, Cockfield (near to Holly
Moor Farm) grid reference NZ115242
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Walking Group 7-9 miles
Report by Nicky Grace
All walks are planned for the third Wednesday of the month and start at 10.00
Our first two walks are planned for :
- Wednesday 21 July
- Wednesday 18 August
On 21 July, the walk goes from Hanging Shaw, past High Force and return via
Ettersgill. We will start at Hanging Shaw car park, off the B6277 below Forestin-Teesdale School. DL120HA. Grid Reference 54.663395,-2.207424.
The walk in August is planned to start in Reeth.
Please let Nicky Grace know if you plan to come along, preferably by email
nickygrace729@gmail.com or phone 07587 674832

Fell Walking Group
June Report by Phil Clarke
The fell walking group is back. Seven walkers assembled in Reeth on
Wednesday 24 June for a 10 mile walk. Reeth was busy even at 10:00 in the
morning, parking on the green for some of us.
We headed off out of the village over Reeth Bridge towards Low Fremington. In
the first field we saw an unusual sign telling everybody about a diversion route
because of a herd of cows and a bull. New to all of us!! This interested us all
but didn’t affect us till later. The walk was now tough – up, up, up to the top of
Fremington Edge. On the way up we obviously stopped to rest, I mean take in
the views. They are stunning. At the top we walked to the hamlet of Hurst
where we saw the remains of lead mining. Two chimneys in very poor condition
caused lots of conversation about the lead extraction.
From Hurst, the path took us back to Fremington Edge where a cairn on the
edge again gave stunning views of Swaledale. Down we walked along a tricky
descent towards Arkle Beck. The route took us towards Langthwaite but we
missed out the village and crossed over the new footbridge over the beck and
headed back towards Reeth. Just outside Reeth we saw the Farmer’s
diversion sign. It would add on another mile. There must have been fifty cows
(possibly an exaggeration) but we gave them a wide berth and made it back to
Reeth for a well-deserved cake and tea.
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The climb from Reeth, and Fremington Edge cairn below
Photos: Phil Clarke
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Wildflower Group Report by Kate Keen
Walk at Hayberries on 21 June
We were a select group of six – not surprising as it was the coldest day we have
had for some time.
Hayberries is a delightful little Nature Reserve, the site of an old quarry. It well
repays a visit by anyone, even with no knowledge of botany.
We started in the first area of very low growing, often stunted plants, finding a
multitude of flowers, some very well known, others more rare. We were
disappointed in not finding the bee orchids that have bloomed there in past
years. I think we were too early, after a delayed spring. There were two areas of
Northern Marsh orchids, in compensation.
A pleasant walk through the woods and round the old quarry yielded just a few
more varieties, with a discussion that determined we were seeing an ordinary
hogweed and not the giant hogweed.
Altogether, we identified 46 varieties of flowers in a most satisfying afternoon.

Northern marsh orchid in the middle of birds foot trefoil
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Wine Group Report by Tim Meacham
Tuesday 29 June dawned bright and warm, allowing us to enjoy our longanticipated first wine group meeting of 2021. It was great to renew old
acquaintances and set the world to rights in a beautiful setting (thanks for
providing a Covid-safe environment, John and Stella).
So ten of us settled down to enjoy some summer fizz (a truly British institution:
‘Sparkling wines were made in England as long ago as 1660. On 17 December
1662 Christopher Merret presented a paper to the Royal Society on how to
‘make wines sparkling’ – more than 30 years
before the first champagne,’ as a Wine
Society article tells us). Our first stop was
Spain for a ‘fresh and fruity’ Cava Rosado
(‘Selected by Tesco’; 11.5% and a modest
£6.00). This was a great success,
complementing well the delicious food prepared by Stella: ‘not your usual over-sweet
rosé’ as one member remarked: highly
recommended. Next came another Tesco
offering, this time from its ‘finest’ range, the
Pignoletto
Vino
Spumante
Brut,
Bologna’s answer to Prosecco, with very
intense bubbles (11.5% and £8.50); ‘you
couldn’t drink too much of that’ was one
comment. The Grechetto Gentile grape
gives the wine a unique flavour, and a pleasant one at that. Less popular was
Lidl’s Portuguese Castelo Da Lapa Brut, a frothy number (12% and £6.99) but
with a somewhat metallic aftertaste – ‘flatters to deceive’ someone said. Still, it
is unusual to find a sparkling Portuguese wine.
Then it was back home for our English example, the Knightor 9112 (12% and
£32 reduced to £18), purchased from the Cornish Knightor Winery near
St Austell. Yours truly loved this when sampling it during a recent ‘duty visit’, but
whether because it had not travelled well, or because I over-sold it, the
response to this blend of three years’ grapes was disappointing. One or two
members felt it showed ‘real quality’ but most found it underwhelming,
particularly on hearing the price! We then concluded with a sweet sparkler,
Tesco’s Italian I Heart Asti (7.5% and £6.50), very much a standard Asti but at a
lower price than other varieties. This was ‘eminently guzzleable’ and provided a
nice end to our attempt to edge towards normality. It was just left to Stella to
walk away with the quiz (9/10 on some tricky questions) and the afternoon was
complete.
We will meet again on 3 August, in Cotherstone. Please contact Tim Meacham
for further details.
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Out and About
Rokeby Park
Do you remember Anthony Wood’s u3a talk in September 2018 about Sir
Thomas Robinson, A Fashionable Gentleman? Thomas, inspired by Venetian
architects, was the visionary architect of the 18 th century italianate Palladian
style Rokeby Park, which has over three
centuries of features and treasures such as
Tuscan columns, a large first floor saloon,
neoclassical plasterwork and a varied
collection of furniture, paintings and French
prints.
Much of the interior
was
subsequently designed by John Carr of
York. The house and park are in an
attractive riverside setting near the rivers
Tees and Greta, known as the Meeting of
the Waters.
You can now visit this unusual house.
Rokeby Park is open to the public on
Monday and Tuesday afternoons, 2.00 to
5pm (last admission 4.30pm) until 31
August. There is no need to pre-book
your visit.

Georgian Theatre Royal

You can visit the Georgian Theatre Royal in
Richmond
to
see
its
transforming
renovations. You can see the new
comfortable seating and a new mural of a
lively Georgian audience. There is improved
views of the stage together with improved
lighting and fresh decorations.
The theatre plans to open in September
but you can have a backstage tour now.
Monday to Saturday 10 – 4. No booking
is required unless you are a group of
more than 4 people. Call 01748 825252.
www.georgiantheatreroyal.co.uk
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Travelogue
N E state Nigeria, 1973—4:8
Food and drink by Annie Clouston
On arrival as VSOs and had no cooking facilities in Low Cost (glam name,
glam gaff!) we had to toil to the Rest House to eat. Menus were a hangover
from colonial days. Sunday curries were good, except when goat was
involved. Much as I loathed goats, I did not wish them the fate of being
reincarnated as inedible lumps of gristle on my dinner plate. Devilled
kidneys for breakfast were also a shock to the system and equally
problematic for any but the strongest of jaws.
Eventually we got our cooker so we employed Musa to go to the market to
buy our food on weekdays. His idea of what the baturia might want to cook
was a bit random. Often, it was yam, onions, tomatoes and a sorry looking
fowl. I had pledged to try and avoid the baturi food - tinned processed
cheese, for example, that had the texture of a greased sheet of plastic and
about the same taste. There were also tins of Quaker Oats (never fancied
porridge in 90 degrees of heat) and Carnation. We wanted to eat more like
our Nigerian neighbours, and this meant some kind of soup (stew) with a
mopping up carbohydrate; yam, sweet potato, semolina. The soups were
made with palm oil generally; this smelt like a goat’s backside and had a
virulent red hue that was not enticing. Often, soups were thickened with
ground melon seed, as in the traditional dish Egusi, and this was more
pleasant.
Food parcels occasionally arrived from home. The Christmas cake from my
mum that cost an arm and a leg to post was wonderful, though it came with
an extra price tag owing to its mysterious disappearance at the Post Office
on collection day.
Water was a palaver, having four processes to make it fit to drink: Alum to
settle out the mud, filtering to clear it further, boiling to kill the bugs and
cooling. Much better to drink the bottled beer which was very good. The
wine that we travelled over the border to ex-French colony Cameroons to
drink was very grim indeed as legend had it, reconstituted
from powder! And then there
was millet beer served up in
the
communal
calabash
(gourd) at local gatherings and
that was the most putrid of all,
an acquired taste perhaps, but
one we had to acquire for
politeness’ sake.
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At the Sea-Side
By Robert Louis S te venson
When I was down beside the sea
A wooden spade they gave to me
To dig the sandy shore.
My holes were empty like a cup.
In every hole the sea came up
Till it could come no more.
Thank you to Karen Tranter for sending this poem.
When we got to the beach by Hollie McNish
Annie: This lovely poem made me feel very nostalgic and yearning for
Saltburn-by-the-Sea!
i screamed
sprinted to the sea
flung off shoes and socks
ran towards imagined heaving waves
and jumped each tiny trickle that I found there
with just the same excitement
you stayed back
took your socks off more timidly
giggled at your stupid mother
eventually took my hand
we jumped together
and we jumped together
and we jumped together
three hours later
collapsing on our backs
we made angels in the sand
the seaside always made me
want to scream
now
with you
i can
This poem is taken from Hollie McNish’s Plum collection
www.panmacmillan.com/authors/hollie-mcnish/plum/9781509815760
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ee cummings’ attempts
online banking
Now enter a password.
i carry your heart with me
Password too long. Please try again.
i carry your ear with me
Spaces are not allowed. Please try again.
Icarryyourearwithme
Passwords need to contain at least one uppercase letter. Please try again.
No activity has been detected for three minutes. Please try again.
This page is about to expire. Please enter your new password.
ICarryYourEarWithMe
Passwords must contain at least one digit. Please try again.
1CarryY0urEarWithMe
Passwords must contain at least one special character. Please try again.
1CarryY0ur✌WithMe
Emojis are not supported on this platform at this time. Please enter a new
password.
No activity has been detected for three minutes. Please try again.
This page is about to expire. Please enter a new password.
AbCd1234&!%

Brian Bilston April 2018 originally on Twitter and published in Alexa,
what is there to know about love? Picador Poetry 1921.
Thank you to Roger Stanyon for sending this funny poems.
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Seek and Ye Shall Find! by Jenny Lee
(from the May Wildflower Group newsletter)
If anyone wants a bit of fun and likes to challenge themselves, it's worth
considering downloading an app my daughter recommended to me called
Seek. It's absolutely free and quite amazing. You just have to point it at a
flower and hey presto, it takes a picture of the flower and tells you what
species it is. Not only that; it sets out its kingdom, phylum, class, order, family
and genus too.
If, on some occasions, it can't get to the species, it'll tell you the class or the
family or the genus and at least you've got something to work on with your
flower book. It's great fun and it keeps a running record of each species that it
recognises, the date it was found, its seasonality and similar species. We
enjoyed, on the last U3A flower walk, pitching it against each other's flower
books, and it was fairly impressive! For instance, it correctly identified four
different types of buttercup!
It doesn't just stop at flowers. It also identifies fungi, birds, reptiles, mammals,
amphibians, fish, spiders, insects and molluscs. Admittedly, I've had less
success with those - birds won't stay still, when I see a spider I just want to get
out of its way, and the bright green beetle I tried to identify on Christine's coat
just came up as "beetle". We could have told it that! The only fish I've seen
recently is a battered fish lot from the local chippy which I don't think would
count. Seriously, for me it doesn't (and shouldn't) replace my four or five trusty
flower books which I still use to cross check things. Occasionally it gets
something wrong, but it's easy to delete that from one's list. It won't always go
into the detail that we sometimes enjoy on flower walks, but for me, it's an
entertaining addition.
The crowning glory of the app
came on my birthday, the day after
our Deepdale flower walk.
I'd
already amassed 96 species and
needed only four more to get to
my 100 and the next ‘level’ (not
that I care!) Wandering down the
Pennine Way from Holwick Head
Bridge to Winch Bridge, I’d
reached 99 then suddenly saw,
down by the river, the glorious pink
bird’s eye primroses (see photo) my hundredth species!
You can download the Seek App
from Google Play or the Apple
store on the website below.
https://www.inaturalist.org/pages/
seek_app
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Fried Halloumi Cheese with Lime and Caper Vinaigrette – serves 3 as a
lunch dish
Recipe from Delia Smith’s Summer Collection
1 Halloumi Cheese
2 tablespoons of seasoned flour
2 tablespoons olive oil
For the Vinaigrette:
Juice and zest of 1 lime
1 tablespoon white wine vinegar
1 heaped tablespoon of capers, drained
1 clove of garlic
1 heaped teaspoon wholegrain mustard
1 heaped tablespoon chopped coriander
2 tablespoons extra virgin olive oil
Salt and freshly milled black pepper
1. Dry the cheese on kitchen paper and slice it horizontally into six slices.
2. Prepare the dressing by whisking all the ingredients together.
3. Heat the oil in a frying pan over a medium heat. Press each slice of cheese
into the seasoned flour to coat on both sides.
4. Add to the hot oil, frying in batches for a minute on each side. They need to
be golden on both sides.
5. Serve with the dressing poured over with pitta bread.
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July - August quiz
“Oh to be beside the seaside”

1. Which famous seaside resort is actually at the mouth of the Humber?
2. What does the aphorism 'dead marine' mean?
3. During the 1950s some of Donald McGill's work was banned, but what was
he responsible for?

4. In which seaside town is Mary Shelley, author of Frankenstein, buried?
5. The long sandy beach at Oxwich Bay can be found in which Area of
Outstanding Natural Beauty?

6. What name is given to the the study of mollusc shells?
7. Where in the UK would you find Sandown Beach, Shanklin Beach and
Freshwater Bay?

8. Lunderston Bay is the nearest sandy beach to which UK city?
9. What name is given to the wood that is found washed onto a shore or
beach by the action of winds, tides or waves?

10. What sort of beach features pebbles or small to medium-sized cobbles?
11. Camber Sands is the only sand dune system in which English county?
12. If you saw a ‘china man’s hat’ in a rock pool what would you be looking
at?

13. Who built the Bellrock Lighthouse?
14. Where would you find The Laxey Wheel?
15. Where is The Cob and in which of Jane Austen’s novels does it feature?
16. What is the more common name for ‘the bonxie’?
17. To which resort did Mr. & Mrs. Ramsbottom take their young son Albert?
18. A type of shell and a flower share the same name; what is it?
19. Who wrote The Hebrides Overture and what is it sometimes known as?
20. What are the mermaids purses found on the seashore?
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Where in Barnard Castle?

June - July Mystery Object
A boot/shoe scraper on the edge of the step outside Hoppers Jeweller.
What Bird Am I?
I heard a bird calling on the railway line.
“a little bit of bread and cheeeeeese…..”
Clues:
In a hedge by a wheat field
Plumage colour its namesake be.
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The Upper Demesnes in summer
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Group

Meeting Time

Contact Details

Art Appreciation

1st Wed pm

Roger Stanyon 01833 631758

Birdwatching

3rd Monday am

John Howard 01833 631639

Book Group 2

2nd Mon pm

Elizabeth Long 01833 641494

Book Group 3
Room to Read

3rd Wed am

Annie Clouston 01833 637091

Chess

Diana Marks 01833 631616
07762 626912

Croquet Group

Looking for new venue

Discussion

2nd Fri am

Glen Howard 01833 631639

Film Appreciation

Judy Golds 01833 630809

French Conversation

4th Thurs pm

Stella Kirton 01388 488919

Gardening

1st Fri pm

Pauline Fawcett 01833 638020

Genealogy

1st Thurs pm

Alan Swindale 01388 488348

Geography

3rd Thurs 2pm

Gerald Blake 01833 650899

Geology

4th Mon am

Bob Tuddenham 07812 378004

Historic Environment

2nd Thurs 10am

Tim Meacham 07847 182554

iPad

2nd Fri pm

Rita Wheeler 01833 637386

Italian Conversation

Every Wed am

Marie Jenkins 07754 205664

Lunch Group

2nd Thurs noon

Groups Co-ordinator 01833 638989

Music Appreciation

3rd Fri am

Groups Co-ordinator 01833 638989

Needlecraft

1st Mon pm

Glen Howard 01833 631639

Painting

2nd Fri 10am

Val Hobbs 07900 497503
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Group

Meeting Time

Contact details

Philosophy

4th Tues 10am

Ruth Sansom 01325 401850

Photography

1st Tues

Groups Co-ordinator 01833
638989
Groups Co-ordinator 01833
638989

Poetry
Science and Technology

2nd Mon am

Roy Tranter 01833 638288

Scrabble

2nd Mon pm

Lilian Smith 01833 650628

Spanish Conversation

3rd Thurs 10am

Lusia McAnna 01833 638989

Table Tennis

Fridays 3pm

Celia Chapple 07783 419067

Theatre

Varies

Elizabeth Formstone 01325
374727

Understanding Classical
Music

4th Friday 10am

Bill Heyes 01833 640885

4th Monday
Phone

Sue Overton 07512 368884

Walking 4-6 miles

2nd Tues 10am
Phone

Gillian Barnes-Morris 01833
650108

Walking 7-9 miles

3rd Wed 10am

Nicky Grace
nickygrace729@gmail.com

Fell Walking

4th Wed

Annie Clouston 01833 637091

Wildflower Group

3rd Mon pm
Varies - phone

Kate Keen 07880 741151

Wine Group

3rd Tues pm

Tim Meacham 07847 182554

Walking Groups
Shorter walks 3-4 miles
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Coming up at your
Community Arts Centre
July & August
Sat from 11.30am
Sun 2.00pm

Weekender Summer Busking:
FREE live music every weekend

Thurs 27 July
7.30pm

Film Night: Thelma & Louise:
Re-experience the 1991 American female buddy
road crime film 30 years on

Wed 28 July – Wed 1 Sept
7.30pm

Ballroom Dance Classes:
Everyone welcome, including beginners

Sat 31 July
5.00pm

Edinburgh Previews/ Work in Progress:
Four one-hour shows from top comedians
heading to the Edinburgh Festival

Sun 1 Aug
2.00pm

The Long Habit of Living:
Celebrate the launch of a new collection of poems
by local writer M.R. Peacocke

Wed 4 – Sun 29 Aug
10am to 4pm
Sun 11am - 3pm

TeesdaleArtNet Exhibition:
Showcasing the diverse creative talent of Teesdale artists

Fri 27 Aug
7.30pm

Pete Firman – Bag of Tricks:
Experience his trademark blend of laugh-out-loud
comedy and jaw dropping magic

Fri 3 Sept
7.30pm

David Harper – A Romp with the Georgians: A
show of funny historical stories, dastardly deeds
and outrageous characters

Open Wed to Sat 10.00am to 4.00pm | Sun 11.00am to 3.00pm
Visit www.thewitham.org.uk for more information.
Box office: 01833 631107 | The Witham, 3 Horsemarket,
Barnard Castle, DL12 8LY
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